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Introduction
The purpose of this document is to compare the Dallas Market Center’s website with its
competitors’ websites. In doing so, DMC will gain an understanding of where it fits in the
competitive landscape and what is working well – or not so well – online for its competition.
The Approach

DMC selected four competitors whose web presence was considered to be either of good
quality or in direct competition with DallasMarketCenter.com. Agency.com also decided to
look at a sub-site of GLM, The Alberta Gift Show website, to add a fifth site to the analysis.
Comparison Criteria

Several comparison types and methods were used in this analysis to evaluate the user
experience, visual design and website features:
1. Web Heuristics
Recognized principles and conventions that are minimal requirements for a
quality, accessible and usable website.
2. Website Content & Tools
A list of content and tools deemed essential to the Dallas Market Center’s core
business and industry challenges.
3. User Experience Observations
Observations of the websites’ organization & usability, content & tools, and visual
design & brand.
Content & Tools Worth Exploring

In addition, Agency.com has looked at many other websites, from companies both inside
and outside DMC’s competitive arena, that have similar characteristics. The intent of this
activity is to discover new and creative ideas from other websites that are facing similar
challenges, but addressing them in different ways.
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Website Heuristics
Below is a chart that compares DMC and five competitors by using core heuristics
(recognized web design and usability principles and conventions).
Heuristics Evaluation Chart

Americas Las Vegas
Mart
Market

Magic
Online

GLM

Alberta
Gift Show

Heuristics Evaluation

DMC

A heuristic evaluation is a systematic
inspection of a user interface or website
for the application of usability and web
design best practices.

Site Purpose - The
purpose of the site is
easily identified

Heuristics are used to help discover
areas of strength and weakness as well
as serve as a list of essential ingredients
for a quality website with a predictable
user experience.

Site Offerings –
Easy to see what the
site has to offer
Where to Start - At a
glance it’s easy to
find where to start

Heuristics Legend
= Good / 2pts

Organized &
Prioritized - The
information is
logically organized
and prioritized

= Fair / 1pts
= Poor / 0pts

Navigation Cues User can tell where
they are in the site
based on navigation
cues
Clearly Labeled Links and pages are
clearly labeled,
marked and
described
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Americas Las Vegas
Mart
Market

Magic
Online

GLM

Alberta
Gift Show

Heuristics Legend

DMC

= Good / 2pts

Relevant & User
Focused - Major
content areas are
relevant and user
focused

= Fair / 1pts
= Poor / 0pts

Branded - Properly
branded, the
company or products
are identifiable on all
pages
Clear Messaging Clear where the user
is in all tools and
processes
Indicators and
Warnings Appropriate
indicators and
warning signs if
mistakes are made
Error Assistance Appropriate info is
given if an error or
failure occurs and
user is told what to
do to recover
Consistency – The
words, situations, or
actions mean the
same thing on all
pages
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Americas Las Vegas
Mart
Market

Magic
Online

GLM

Alberta
Gift Show

Heuristics Legend

DMC

= Good / 2pts

Standards &
Compliance - Web
design, accessibility
(508) and SEO
conventions should
be used

= Fair / 1pts
= Poor / 0pts

User Controls - The
user is able to control
all interactive
elements, content
and functions at all
times
Familiar Language The site should
speak the users'
language, with
words, phrases and
concepts familiar to
the user
Minimalist Content
- The site should not
contain information
which is irrelevant or
rarely needed
Accelerators –
Tools that speed up
the interaction for the
expert user

Total Scores

30

13

13

9

13

15
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Website Content & Tools
Below is an inventory of key website content and tools for DMC and its competitors.
Content & Tools Comparison Chart
Americas
Mart

Las Vegas
Market

Magic
Online

GLM

Alberta
Gift Show

DMC

Buyer Specific
Info & Tools

3

3

3

3

3

First Time Buyer
Info & Tools

3

Exhibitor Online
Storefronts

3

3

3

Exhibitor Tools

3

3

3

Market & Event
Dates

3

3

3

3

3

3

Press & Media

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

New Products
Highlighted on
Home Page

Content
Generates
Excitement

3

Visually Show
Market

3

3
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Americas
Mart

Las Vegas
Market

Magic
Online

International
Content

3

3

3

Job Postings

3

3

3

3

3

About Content

3

3

3

3

3

Travel – Air

3

3

3

3

Travel – Hotel

3

3

3

3

3

3

Travel – Car
Rental
Site Search

3

Online
Registration –
Buyer

3

Online
Registration –
Exhibitor

Bill Pay Online

GLM

Alberta
Gift Show

DMC

3

3
3

3

3

3

3

3
3
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Competitive Site Observations
To understand how good or bad a site’s user experience really is, we needed to look at it in
three different ways:
First, we looked at each site’s Organization & Usability, which is how the site’s information
is segmented and prioritized. The organization can be observed in the navigation of the site
and the layout of each web page. The usability of the site is the ease with which a user can
journey through the site’s content and tools.
Secondly, we looked at the Content & Tools on each website. Content includes, among
other things: text, images, sounds, videos and animations. Tools aid the user in completing
tasks like finding particular content, filling out a form or communicating with other users.
Lastly, we looked at the Visual Design & Brand. Visual design includes imagery, colors,
shapes, layout, typefaces and how all these elements work together. The brand is the
application of names, logos, slogans, symbols, marketing messages and design schemes
that are associated with a company, manufacturer or product.
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[a]

AmericasMart
www.americasmart.com
Good Execution

•
•
•
•
•

Uses the latest Search Engine Optimization (SEO) and accessibility techniques
The site is somewhat organized and targeted to particular audiences (buyers and
exhibitors) and their needs
The navigation and page labels are easily readable with large fonts
The visual design and brand are consistent even throughout third party applications
Uses a language that is appropriate and familiar to the target audience

Poor Execution

•
•
•
•
•

Doesn’t clearly communicate the purpose of the website
Somewhat difficult to determine where the user should start from on the home page
Navigation gets a little confusing at the secondary and tertiary levels
The site is designed for a novice user only, with no accelerators for advanced users
No sense of the physical space, people and activities while at market
[b]

Organization & Usability

The site is organized into logical areas with simple and easy-to-use tools. The method for
navigating through the upper tier of the site’s structure is clean and uses a straightforward
tab system [a]. The presence of breadcrumbs [b] further ensures the user stays oriented to
where they are in the site. As they dive deeper into the site, the display of the secondary
and tertiary navigation loses its clarity since it blends with the rest of the content on the
page.
Although the home page is clean and well organized, it lacks user-targeted content and
doesn’t completely tell the user who AmericasMart is and what AmericasMart does.
Pages throughout the rest of the site are well organized and have a good sense of
prioritization which assists the user in learning and making navigational choices.
Content & Tools

Since the website is organized well and has a clean visual design, it is fairly easy to find
content and use the site’s tools. The site search tool [c] works well and gives the
appropriate results. A nice enhancement would be the addition of search categories on the
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[c]

results page to help organize the results into logical groups (i.e. Exhibitors, Products, New
Products, Events and Markets).
The content targeted to buyers and exhibitors is appropriate and in a familiar language
(labels and text). For buyers, appropriate content is available one click away from the home
page. For exhibitors, content also resides one click away and is targeted to exhibitors’
needs. There is a focus, in the exhibitor content, on selling the value of an online store front.
The value is sold by touting the ability to increase buyer awareness, providing a direct email
campaign tool, and promoting the benefits of banner advertisements.

[d]

The temporary exhibitor information is hard to find, and new products are buried in the site –
or just mislabeled (they call it Exhibitor Snap Shots).
The site has good content and tools under the Press Room, which is well organized. There
is a nice photography tool of past events [d] but overall the site lacks excitement and the
buzz factor.
Keeping to standard practice on corporate and business websites, the About content
provides information on the philosophy, the board of directors, the advisory board, and
career opportunities. The site lists job opportunities for exhibitors, in addition to
AmericasMart opportunities.

[e]

The content areas called Hot Products and Trends are both good ideas but need more
photos and explanations of why the products are chosen [e]. These areas should feature
products across a wider range of categories to give the section more breadth.
AmericasMart’s virtual storefronts are better than most of the competitors, but still only offer
very basic customization, such as color logo and a few images to convey the types of
products the exhibitor sells [f]. Temporary Exhibitors can also use this tool to showcase
their products and services.

[f]
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Visual Design & Brand

The overall visual design of the site is very clean. The site does a good a job of visually
differentiating itself from the competition. The use of stylized and striking images on the
home page sets the visual tone for the rest of the site, which has an abstract texture and
feel [g].
On the home page, the graphical treatment of the content areas across the bottom of the
home page ties nicely into the overall website’s look and feel [h]. At the same time, the
content areas remain prominent enough to grab the user’s attention. The messaging in the
content areas are clear so the user knows exactly what to expect when they click.

[g]

The use of color is consistent throughout the site. The color palette has an energetic feel
and uses complementary colors from the color wheel (red/orange and light blue colors). The
colors have a richness to them that lend themselves well to the gift and home market.
[h]

The creative look and feel of the PDF files available throughout the site are not consistent
with the overall look and feel of the website. Some are nicely designed, but they have little
reference to the overall creative look and feel, while others have no design at all.
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[a]

Las Vegas Market Center
www.lasvegasmarket.com
Good Execution

•
•
•

The overall design is fairly consistent
The drop-down menus work well for advanced users
Site provides a tool for buyers and exhibitors to make connections with technology

Poor Execution

•
•
•
•

The numerous navigation options make it confusing
It is hard to discern what the user is supposed to do or learn
Site is not designed in a way that seems logical for the targeted users
The logos change and don’t give a clear explanation of what the different brands are

Organization & Usability

[c]

Although there was an attempt to organize and design the site around targeted users’ needs
[a], the site’s organization and navigational structure is confusing. There is definite difficulty
in navigating the site. There are too many navigation options, as the left side of the page
appears to be navigation as well. And when the user chooses the navigational tools, the lack
of visual cues makes it difficult to tell where you are within the site’s navigational structure.
The drop-down menus offer the ability to dive deeper in the site quickly (nice for advanced
users). Yet, the labels used and numbers of options are overwhelming and require the user
to use trial and error to get to the right content.
Along with the navigation issues, the labels aren’t clear enough to help the user pinpoint
where he or she is in the navigation or where to find content and tools. As the user
navigates to lower-level pages the structure and labeling are inconsistent and the link
names do not give the user an idea of what content lives behind them [b].

[b]

Content & Tools

At first glance, the site appears to house a lot of content. However, after digging deeper, the
user quickly realizes that little helpful and useful content is available at the web page level.
Unfortunately, the core (important) content is hidden in PDF files.
The home page has content in several graphical elements, in content areas, and even near
the logo. There are some helpful content areas that focus on events and a few services [c].
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[d]

The graphical header at the top of the page offers the market dates, but it does not link to
additional information [d].
The advertising on the lower level pages in the right column has the potential to be confused
with the related information in this same column, because it is not clearly labeled as
advertising [e]. The lower level pages, for the most part, do a good job cross-promoting
other content areas.

[e]

The Press Room doesn’t generate enough buzz about coming to market. Photography and
copy doesn’t convey excitement or help the user understand what to expect when at market.
There is some international content, but it is limited to one page per language. The Press
Room also has some information about Las Vegas and the surrounding area, but it isn’t
what you’d expect for such a major tourist destination.
The site provides some travel services. The travel section does a decent job of letting the
user know what the required steps are for booking travel [f]. It also offers some tools for
buyers and exhibitors to make connections using web technology.
Exhibitor listings are very basic, only offering contact info and product categories [g]. An
improvement would be to allow for customization so logos, photos of storefronts, images of
product lines and text about the exhibitors could be added. Exhibitor listings have URLs but
they are not hyperlinks. The user has to copy and paste the URL into a browser window to
visit exhibitor sites.

[f]

[g]
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[h]

Visual Design & Brand

The site does not have the excitement one would expect from a Las Vegas market. On the
home page it says it is a “high energy environment,” but the look and feel is very calm and
low energy [h]. The site design is clean, but there is not a sense of what the market has to
offer as far as products, exhibitors, space or entertainment. The flash movie from the home
page does give some of the excitement of Las Vegas, but there is somewhat of a disconnect
between the movie and the site itself. The imagery in the movie is engaging, but the copy
and voiceover are very dry [i].

[j]

The rotating copy on the home page does a good job of highlighting the benefits of the
World Market Center, but what is missing are the visuals to reinforce what is being said [ j ] .
The imagery throughout the site is small and not very informative or engaging. The use of
imagery is more for texture than communication.
The logo treatment and the name of the site are not consistent. On the home page the logo
is “World Market Center.” On the lower level pages the logo is “Las Vegas Market.” The logo
changes again when you enter the Las Vegas Design Center section [k]. This area of the
site appears to have its own brand. The brand should be as simple and straightforward as
possible, because customers should be absolutely clear about who they are interacting with
on the site.

[i]

[k]
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Magic Online
www.magiconline.com
[a]

Good Execution

•
•
•
•

The overall design is fairly consistent
The drop-down menus work well for the advanced user
The navigation attempts to speak to an attendee and an exhibitor
Show dates are available on the home page

Poor Execution

•
•
•
•
•

User can get lost navigating into lower level pages
The site doesn’t use web design and development best practices
The site isn’t SEO or section 508 compliant
There are issues with browser support
There are no user controls for interactive features

Organization & Usability

Overall the site structure is somewhat organized, but too many options make it confusing
and disjointed. The attempt to offer drop-down menus is admirable, but the implementation
goes overboard [a]. With both drop-down and drop-up menus, each taxed with too many
options, the value of this type of navigational structure is lost. The usability of the site suffers
even further because of a lack of user controls for the Flash piece on the home page, as
well as inconsistent methods for displaying page labels and navigation items.
The lower-level (secondary) page titles match their labels in the drop-down menus.
However the style and placement of the titles is inconsistent from page to page. Some
secondary pages place the titles in the left column while others place them directly above
the page content. Designating a space for the titles would improve the site’s consistency.
Moreover the site relies too heavily on drop-down menus as a means of accessing
secondary pages. In addition to listing secondary links in a drop-down, secondary
navigation could be placed on the pages themselves. Doing so would enable users to scan
all the pages within a section of the site at a glance, giving them a better understanding of
the types of content in each section. They would also see where they are within the site’s
structure and would have quick access to related pages.
Content & Tools
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[b]
There appears to be a lot of information and not a strong sense of what a user needs to
read, learn or accomplish on any of the pages. As the user navigates the site, it becomes
obvious that there are holes in the content and it’s just a facade. Important portions of
content missing from the site include specialized content for buyers and the exhibitor
directory. It would be nice, even though the market is months in the future, if the site offered
a listing of some of the exhibitors who are there year after year, similar to what Atlanta is
doing now for its Temp Exhibitors.
The show dates are fairly easy to find and include basic details. New products are hidden in
the NXTbook feature [b]. This tool allows you to see the printed materials as if reading a
book, but it introduces the user to new tools and new methods of navigation.
The site provides some travel services. A nice feature in the travel tool is the use of
indicators showing the required steps in the travel booking process.

[c]

Visual Design & Brand

The Magic Online site has the feel of fashion. The look is stark, but the photography gives it
life and personality [c]. Visually the home page conveys that the site is about fashion. The
text in the Flash piece on the home page is well written and the visuals support the
messages.
The lower level pages of the site do the best of all the competitors of showing, through
photography, the experience of being at the tradeshow [d]. On some lower level pages they
do good job, but other pages could use more photography to support the content. Without
imagery these pages feel too stark [e]. The use of small splashes of color could also help
break up the text and give the site freshness.

[d]

Overall, the site and the downloadable documents all have a consistent brand and design.
The PDF files also use photography showing people and activities at the tradeshow, which
bring visual interest to the content.

[e]
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George Little Management
www.glmshows.com

[a]

Good Execution

•
•
•
•

Simple site structure
Labels in navigation title bar are clear
Labels are clear
Show dates are fairly easy to find

Poor Execution

•
•
•

There’s no clear purpose or direction
Site is not SEO or section 508 compliant
Navigation functionality beyond the home page is confusing

[b]

Organization & Usability

At first glace, from the home page, the site appears to be organized with a simple,
straightforward navigation [a]. This is due to the fact that there is not a large amount of
content or substance to the site. Unfortunately, the lower level pages’ structure is different
on every page and not consistent in its presentation [b].

[c]

The navigation labels are simple but the site is not very deep, so it’s easy to see what
options are available from the home page. When you make mistakes navigating through the
site, it’s difficult to find your way back. The link to the home page is hidden and spawns a
new browser window.
[b]

Content & Tools

The content on the site is shallow and seems random and unimportant. There are no tools
or special content that would entice the user to revisit this website.
Visual Design & Brand

The site is basic in its design and messaging. It is unclear how the imagery of the compass
ties into the brand [c]. The metaphor they are trying to use for the site does not offer a story,
or any other concept, explaining how the compass relates to the company or its customers.
[b]
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GLM - Alberta Gift Show
www.albertagiftshow.com
Good Execution

•
•
•

There is an attempt to organize the navigation by user needs (exhibitor, attendee,
press)
Use of large fonts makes it easy to discern where you are in the navigation
Language is appropriate for the target audience

[a]

Poor Execution

•
•
•
•

There is no clear purpose for the site
There is no clear direction on where to start
The site is not SEO or section 508 compliant
The navigation is confusing

Organization & Usability

The organization of the site’s content is focused on buyers, exhibitors and the press at the
main navigation level. This keeps the navigation simple and well structured [a].
Unfortunately, as the user goes deeper into the site, the navigation falls apart and falls short
of the user’s expectations. It is easy to get lost in the navigation.

[c]

On the lower level pages, there are large fonts for page titles and major content areas. The
use of clear labels makes it easy to discern what page the user is on [b].
[b]

Content & Tools

The site doesn’t offer content that communicates a clear purpose for the site or what the site
has to offer. A good portion of the pages seem to share the same content. Having duplicate
content in different site sections causes confusion for the user.
Like the GLM site, finding a link back to the home page can be challenging. The link is
buried in the several drop-down menus, across the top, and then takes the user to different
home pages than the original home page seen when they first entered the site [c]. The lack
of consistent home page content is very disorienting.
There is a lack of fresh content as well. For example, the latest press release is dated
December 13, 2005.
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The Calendar, New Buyer Guide, Guide to PR, and Display Handbook [d] all take the user
off the Alberta site. All of this content is valuable to the exhibitors and buyers and would
better serve them if it was part of a unified website experience.

[d]

Visual Design & Brand
The first visual impression of the site is that it feels like a gift show. The colors are warm and
rich. It has nice photography of products and of the landscape of Alberta [e]. The content on the
home page does a poor job expressing the brand. The information is light at best.

There is not enough variety in the use of images from page to page. On the secondary pages
the image heights should be shorter to make more room for content [f].
The PDF files on the site are fairly consistent with one another but do not really reflect the brand
or the design of the site.

[e]

The exhibitor listings are inferior when compared to the rest of the competitors. They are very
basic, only offering contact info and product categories [g]. It would be nice if exhibitors could
customize pages with logos, colors and products images.

[f]

[g]
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Dallas Market Center
www.dallasmarketcenter.com
Good Execution

•
•
•
•

Good job at marketing current events
The pages are consistent
Interactive content has tools to assist the user in navigating the content
There are tools and features for experienced users

Poor Execution

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

It’s hard to know what the Dallas Market Center is or does
There isn’t a clear starting point for a buyer or exhibitor
The organization of the content areas is confusing
The labels are hard to read because of the stylized graphical text
The advertising and search options in the upper left compete with the DMC logo
The other brands, such as Fashion Center Dallas and F!NDS, add to the brand
confusion
The site is not SEO compliant or accessible (508 compliant)

Organization & Usability

The organization of the site is complex and coupled with some content and visual design
challenges, results in average usability. The site has been structured to support content for
buyers and exhibitors. However, the navigation and its labeling need improvement to speak
to those users in an intuitive language.
The organization of the lower level navigation areas is confusing as some of the links pull
you in and out of different main content areas, and it’s difficult to understand the relationship
to these pages. The labels of the content areas are hard to read because of the stylized
graphical text.
On the visual design and presentation layer of the website, many best practices are not
being used. The site is not SEO compliant or accessible (508 compliant), making it difficult
for search engines and users to find content.
Content & Tools

For the most part there is a large amount of content and helpful tools on DMC’s website.
However, as mentioned above, it is difficult to navigate to that content. A few of the content
highlights are the trade mart expansion and the upcoming markets and events.
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When first landing on the DMC home page, the marketing Flash area is engaging and
interesting. This marketing area has helpful and well thought-out tools to assist the user in
navigating and controlling the Flash content [a]. On the other hand, this content cycles very
quickly and it’s hard to get a good sense of its nature and purpose.
From the home page it is difficult to find content explaining what Dallas Market Center is or
does. There is an attempt to focus the content for buyers and for exhibitors, but it is hidden
underneath labels that don’t resonate well with these groups.

[b]

[a]

The area for content on the site is small. The reason is the dimensions of the site are
designed for 640x480 pixels. Today the standard is 800x600 and moving quickly toward
1024x768.
Visual Design & Brand

The site does a good job marketing current events on the home page. It is nice that the
promotions rotate in and out. This keeps the home page fresh and reveals there is a lot
happening at DMC. The down side to giving up so much real estate to marketing and
promotions is that the brand of DMC is left undefined – or defined more by whatever
promotions are currently running.
The rotating promotional area appears too fashion-centric as products take a back seat to
magazine-style model shots [b]. Products in each featured industry should play a bigger role
in the marketing.
All the main competitors of DMC do not do the experience of being at market justice. DMC is
no different. There is an excitement and energy about being at market that is not being
expressed through the content and visuals on the site.
The “F!NDS” website is a nicely designed mini site. It’s very clean with nice use of white
space. The photography is fun and ties in with the overall concept of the site [c]. Having the
site as a mini site outside DMC poses some problems from a brand standpoint. At first
glance this site looks and feels like another organization outside of DMC. One reason for
this is because “F!NDS” has its own logo that has very few ties with DMC (other than the
screened back DMC logo at the bottom).
Overall, the site and the downloadable documents all have consistent brand and design.
Some of the printed materials have less consistency, mainly because they have developed
their own logo and brand (i.e. F!NDS, FashionCenterDallas and Scene).
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[c]

[e]
The Showcase Listings don’t adequately meet the needs of the exhibitors and retailers.
They offer only basic customization, such as logo, copy and a few images to convey the
brand and/or product lines [d].
The header for travel, search and sign up could better integrate into the overall design.
Having these items at the very top disrupts the structure and visual focus of the page [e].
For example, having the rotating GIF for Market Travel in the top left corner of the page
could be confusing to a new user, because standard web practice usually reserves this area
for the company logo and navigation.

[d]
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Content & Tools Worth Exploring
Agency.com has selected several examples of intriguing content and functionality from a
wide variety of non-competitor sites. These examples are meant to help spark creative ideas
that may be worth considering as we develop the new DallasMarketCenter.com rather than
formal, suggested recommendations.

[a]

Mall of America
www.mallofamerica.com
This is the website for a shopping mall in Minnesota with more than 520 stores, an
underwater aquarium and indoor amusement park. Shoppers can visit this site to find out
about the stores, events and attractions at the mall. Retailers and advertisers who are
interested in doing business with the mall can also find the information they need.
Additionally, the site has a section for media to download photos and read press releases.

[b]

Navigation

The site is organized by audience type as well as by mall information [a]. This organization
type lends itself towards the needs of the DMC website. Audiences could include exhibitors,
buyers, press, etc. General information, such as hours and events that would be of interest
to all audiences, could be listed in categories outside of the constituent groups.
Interactive Map

One notable feature on the Mall of America’s site is the interactive map [b]. It behaves
similarly to Google maps by using the same types of controls that let the user adjust zoom
level and location. The image changes smoothly when these controls are used. The map
also uses color-coded dots to represent restrooms, phones, elevators, etc. When the user
hovers over one dot, all dots of that color become larger to better show all locations on a
particular floor. The Dallas Market Center is such a large space that its customers could find
a similar map useful to orient themselves within the DMC campus.
Store Locator

Another useful tool, located in the right sidebar of every page, enables users to search for
stores [c]. They may select a store category from a drop-down list or enter keywords. They
may also select a brand name from a drop-down list to see a list of stores carrying that
brand. The search results allow users to add a store to the floor plan, which makes the store
a darker shade of gray on the map. Based on the store’s location, the map also highlights
the parking lot that is most convenient to that store.
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[c]

Virtual Storefronts

By hovering the mouse over particular stores on the map, the name of the store is revealed.
When the user clicks on a store, the page for that store is displayed. The store pages
feature a photo of the storefront as well as a brief description. This is great for the user to
get a sense of the space [d].

[d]

http://www.mallofamerica.com/about_moa_tenant_profile_objectname_acorn_s276.aspx
Visual Design

The site does a good job of promoting events from the home page. The tabs below the main
image are helpful because they allow the user to switch between Events, Attractions, Maps,
and Photos without leaving the home page [e]. The images rotate within this area, which
gives the site the feel that there’s lots to do. In the Photo tab, the imagery gives the user a
good sense of the environment by showing people shopping, riding rides and dining [f].
http://www.mallofamerica.com/kids_families.aspx

[f]

[e]
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London Fashion Week
londonfashionweek.co.uk
This site presents information about the shows and designers participating in this fashion
event. Buyers, media, and fashion industry professionals can download registration
materials to attend London Fashion Week (LFW). Attendees can also find out about travel
discounts. Fashion enthusiasts who are not attending LFW can view photos from the various
shows and find links to video footage.

[a]

The LFW home page provides quick access to the types of content that many site visitors
are seeking. The three main photos represent three content buckets corresponding to
catwalk photos, exhibition information and a show schedule [a]. Highlighting popular pages
upfront saves users from navigating deeper to find what they need. For large events the
DMC home page could feature a bucket for exhibition information, buyers’ registration and
travel discounts. When there are no events, the home page could feature content such as
the New Buyer Kit, exhibitor leasing information, and a part of DMC such as the
International Floral & Gift Center.
City Guide

The “In London” section of the LFW site features information about the city for out-oftowners. Restaurants are organized by neighborhood. Each restaurant listing includes
contact information, price ranges and brief reviews [b]. Less extensive bar and club reviews
are also provided, in addition to a list of recommended cafes near the LFW venue. Hotels
are presented in a similar format to the restaurants and include links to the hotel websites
for booking. One page features contact information for emergencies, late night pharmacies,
photo processing, and other useful businesses.
http://www.londonfashionweek.co.uk/inlondon/hotelsa-z/
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[b]

[a]
The Merchandise Mart Design Center
www.merchandisemart.com/designcenter
The Merchandise Mart Design Center is a part of the Chicago Merchandise Mart that
specializes in home furnishings. While the architecture for this site is not stellar, there are
useful features that the Dallas Market Center could incorporate into its redesign.
Designer Portfolios

This site has a list of designer portfolios with biographical information about interior
designers [a]. These pages provide a human element to the website. Buyers can put a face
with a name and get to know designers before visiting the center. This feature could allow
Dallas Market Center users to better plan their visits to the DMC by performing research
beforehand.
http://www.merchandisemart.com/designcenter/designerportfolios/designers.html
Product Gallery

The Product Gallery provides a way to browse the merchandise. Images could be changed
on a regular basis to promote certain shows or seasonal products [b]. Quality product shots
represent a breadth of products. It would nice if they were grouped into categories.

[b]

Product Locator

The Product Locator is a useful tool for buyers who are looking for particular products or
lines but are not sure which showrooms to visit [c]. For new buyers, this tool helps them
plan their time better. For experienced buyers, it may lead them to an exhibitor they have
never heard of before.
http://www.martreg.com/reg/opl/resopl/resopl.cfm
The showroom number, phone number, and website shown in the Product Locator search
results are also useful pieces of information.
[c]
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Philadelphia Museum of Art
www.philamuseum.org
This is a museum website that provides in-depth collection and visitor information.
Interactive Map

Collections are color-coded on the interactive floor plan, and the user may zoom in and out.
The map provides a reference point for the zoomed in portion on a separate figure of the
entire floor so that the user will know where he or she is in relation to other galleries [a].
Clicking on a gallery name brings up photos of the artwork in that gallery. The Dallas Market
Center could identify clusters of showrooms in a similar manner to give users a general idea
of where certain types of products can be found.

[a]

http://www.philamuseum.org/visit/54-5.html
Event Detail Pages

The museum provides several pages on special exhibits. An exhibit’s page features an
image from the collection as well as an overview of the various works in it [b]. Users can
select additional tabs to find out more about the exhibit. The Dallas Market Center could
present its event content in a similar manner to make it easier to find information. Including
imagery on a trade show’s main page would create more of a connection with the user. To
drill deeper into event details, one tab could have registration information while another
could have a list of exhibitors. Daily schedules could be included on another tab.
http://www.philamuseum.org/exhibitions/special/109.html
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[b]

[a]
Miami International Merchandise Mart
www.miamimart.net
The Miami Mart’s website provides the same types of content as the Dallas Market Center
website, such as information about upcoming trade shows, travel discounts, and its
showrooms. The site is scant on content, but it does have some useful features.
Product Directory

This directory enables users to find out about showrooms from a product perspective [a].
The visual presentation of category headings and subcategory links make it easy to scan for
the desired product. Clicking on a link brings up a list of showrooms carrying that type of
product.
http://www.miamimart.net/showrooms/index.asp

[b]

Registration

The Miami Mart’s registration form is organized well and easy to fill out [b]. Main sections
are divided with grey banners. The controls that are used correspond with the data needed.
For example, radio buttons are provided to select Badge Type since a user is only allowed
to select one. Checkboxes are provided for other sections that accept multiple answers.
There are some things missing from the form, such as notation of required fields, help, and
secure transmission.
http://www.miamimart.net/about_us/buyer_registration.htm
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California Market Center
www.californiamarketcenter.com

[a]

The California Market Center states that it is committed to helping retailers redefine modern
merchandising in the fashion, gift and home markets.
Photography
The images in the photo gallery really capture the sense of being at the California Market
Center [a]. All the photos feel like L.A. – open and bright. The people browsing in the space
are great at helping you feel the energy of the hustle and bustle. The shots of the space
itself have a modern and updated feel. The photos show the diversity of the products and
exhibitors. Unfortunately, most of this imagery is limited to the photo gallery in the Press
section where most users would not think to look. This of type imagery would really help
bring the experience and sense of being at a market to users online.
MGM Grand Las Vegas
www.mgmgrand.com

[b]

Rich User Experience
The site does a great job of creating an engaging online experience of being at the MGM
Grand [b]. The movie on the home page feels voyeuristic as the user follows a couple
through the hotel accommodations, dining, nightlife, spa, shows and concert. The site wants
people to envision themselves at the MGM Grand by allowing the users a sneak peak into
its world. The movie is beautifully shot with great transition between the scenes. The looping
movie keeps the user watching and each time noticing more details. At any point the movie
allows the user to find out more about the section by clicking on links from the scenes. Once
the user clicks for more information, the site offers more lush imagery and copy describing
the experience. There is an opportunity online to capture the essence of being at market
through the buyer’s perspective but, of course, with a less voyeuristic feel.
CES | International
www.cesweb.org/international/

[c]

International
CES is the world’s largest consumer technology tradeshow. The site puts a focus on
international visitors by offering content for them from the main navigation [c]. The structure
of the international content is good by offering translated navigation, but the content itself is
lacking. Even though content is presented in seven different languages, the whole site is not
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translated. Fortunately, the information gives visitors a high-level understanding of what it
takes to attend the show.

[a]
[a]

Shop Composition
www.shopcomposition.com
Product Showcase
This site is crisp and beautifully designed, helping to create a pleasing and efficient
shopping experience. It showcases products in a vibrant, fun and interactive way. It’s the
perfect interface for a clientele with a modern aesthetic and a desire for the latest, trendy
product. High-quality, large-format product images are a dominant element throughout the
site [a]. The product images are key to the visual design, often filling the screen and
providing both texture and visual interest. Products are accompanied throughout the site by
condensed, engaging copy descriptions. Horizontally scrolling thumbnails playfully guide
people through the site [b]. Before visitors realize it, they’ve viewed the entire, eclectic
product line. Another key feature to the product showcase is the ability to sort by categories
or by product lines.

[b]

Tablet Hotels
www.tablethotels.com
Travel
Tablet Hotels is a site that focuses on well-designed hotels. The visual design of the site
attracts international customers searching for design- and customer-focused hotels. Each
hotel is described with a well-written snippet and is photographed from design friendly
perspectives. The reviews also offer a "citysense," which is a self-described sensory guide
to the region covering: look, listen, taste, touch and smell. The site has a lot of information
but isn't visually overwhelming. The booking process is simplicity at its best [c]. It’s amazing
how easy it is to book compared to other travel sites: just a couple clicks are required before
entering your personal information, and the booking is done.

[c]
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[a]

Entrepreneur.com
www.entrepreneur.com/howto/retail.html
Content
Entrepreneur.com is a great resource for the small business owner. The site offers in-depth
information about how to start, run and grow a small business [a]. The “Help & How-To”
section offers content on a range of topics from “naming your business” to “taking your
company global.” The site also offers specific content related to retailers and their needs,
such as “10 Insider Tips of Retail Success” and “Revved-Up Retail.” As a side note,
Entrepreneur.com could be a good online advertising opportunity for DMC because the site
has targeted content that draws the retail user.
Apple
discussions.apple.com
Discussion Forum
Apple has a loyal following, and the company encourages interaction between its users. The
discussion section allows Apple users to help each other [b]. It’s a great resource for solving
problems and learning more about Apple products. Apple hosts the discussion and sets up
the organization, but the bulk of the content comes from users. Sometimes the discussions
offer Apple high praise, but at other times the commentary can be scathing. Apple monitors
the discussions from an educational, rather than censorship, standpoint. If the customers
are having issues with their products, Apple wants to know so it can address them. This is
one way Apple keeps the loyalists loyal.
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[b]

Meplan United Solutions
www.meplan.com/meplan/home?locale=en
Tradeshow Booth Configuration
Meplan is a company that designs and constructs tradeshow booths for the parent company
Messe Munich. In just four easy steps the user can build and calculate the costs for a booth
online [a]. The company’s site offers several configurations and customization such as
adding plants, furniture and video equipment.

[a]

[b]
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Next Steps
The results of this analysis (along with the business goals, personas and mood boards) will
enable Agency.com to make better recommendations for the new website. The
recommendations will focus on creating a strategy for a site that will provide a visually
stimulating, well-branded and optimally tuned user experience complete with content and
tools that meet all the diverse needs of DMC’s customers. These recommendations will be
part of a larger document that will be presented in February of 2007.
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